
A special thank-you to members of AMA’s

Flight Support Team. Our community

partners recognize that AMA onsite events

bring thousands of visitors during the flying

season who spend dollars in our community.

Their generous donations help AMA continue

to host the many competition events held

annually, and in turn, AMA promotes and

encourages our members to look for and

support members of the Flight Support Team.
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NSRCA President Derek Koopowitz with his Neptune. Jim Quinn photo.



First up, we’ve begun! Standing at Site

3, I keep looking to Sites 1 and 4 to see

where the first flight of the 2010 RC

Aerobatic Nats will be. This year it was

on Site 4 and Charlie Barrera’s Wind S

was the airplane I saw. 

Charlie is no stranger to the Nats,

having flown here for more than 10

years. 2010 is different for Charlie,

however. He is flying his first electric-

powered airplane. Charlie chose the

Wind S as an intelligent way to learn

more about this exciting dimension of

our sport/hobby. Charlie has only good

things to say about his experiences

with electric power and is looking for

years of great flying in his future with

electric power. 

His buddy, Don Ramsey gives the

Wind S his blessings as well. Congrats

to Charlie for being the first pilot in

the air for 2010.

What’s new? I hadn’t been 25 feet

into Site 1 before I saw several new

airplanes that I had never seen at the

Nats before. The first was the

Neptuno. Derek Koopowitz, the

NSRCA president, is the proud pilot of

the Neptuno. Derek’s airplane is

exclusively electric, but it also comes

in a glow version. 

Derek imports the Neptuno from

China. He first learned about this

fantastic airplane at the 2009 World

Championships and is delighted with its

performance.

The Visa is one outstanding new

design! This airplane has more curves

and grooves than you can imagine. The

designer, Chip Hyde, explains how

much strength all these extra curves add

to this airframe. 

The Visa has removable wing tips so

you can add or remove the wing tip

fences if you so desire. The bottom of

the fuselage is covered with Ultracote

which can easily be replaced if there is

any deterioration to the bottom of the

fuse after extended use. 

Like the Passport, the Visa also has a

split rudder. A unique feature of the

Visa is no exit air holes in the entire

fuselage until you get to the tail. Intake

is through a specialized spinner with a

back plate fan to keep everything cool. 

Yes, I had to ask about the name?

Chip just casually explained that it

needed to be called Visa, since the

previous design was a Passport. What’s

next, you ask? Could it be a Green

Card, or a … The Visa seems quite

popular on all flight lines from what I

can see.

Jim Kimbro did his homework when

he designed the Assailant. You will only

see one of this design at the Nats since

Jim scratch-built it himself. 

Jason Shulman was premiering his

own first design this year. His Envision

is sure to be a winner, especially when

his Fury F3A motor starts into full

production later this week When asked

about the name for his first design,
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Last year's Masters winner Tony Frackowiak.

Photos by Jim Quinn unless specified.



Jason asked if I wanted the long or sort version. 

Cutting to the chase he explained that he always wanted to

design an airplane using the word “vision” as part of the name.

Since Chip Hyde had already used the name for designs like

his Double Vision, Jason knew he had to come up with

something a little different, thus his Envision. The name on the

side of the plane is Uncle Jason X 2 to celebrate the two

newest and youngest members of the Shulman family.

Onas is also making its first appearance in 2010. Tony

Frackowiak, our reigning Masters National Champion only had

good things to say about his newest CA Models design. He

explained that it did the cleanest snaps of any airplane he has

ever flown, as well as some of the most beautiful rolls ever. 

Watching Tony’s flights today certainly verified that

comment. His wing and stab are slightly smaller than average

which gives his Neu motor an even easier job to gracefully

glide this beauty through the sky.

Out of this world. Actually, she only traveled from Puerto

Rico to attend her first Nats, but Lethzen Velez is truly a

wonderful person. Taking a break from her position as

administrative assistant to the president of Caribbean

University, Lethzen wanted to come to Muncie to cheer on her

brother, Ken Velez. Ken thought she was coming just to make

up for backing over one of his airplanes with a car when he

was 10 years old, but Lethzen explained that it was just to get

the experience of coming to this beautiful facility to watch

great flying.

Our next stop finds us in Peru. Dave Lockhart was in Peru

for coaching, training, and judging their National Competition.

Peru had a very strong aerobatic presence in world competition

in the 1970s and 1980s, but interest has since fallen off. The

aerobatic pilots in Peru are about to change that direction. 

Julio Apaza and Cesar Navarro, two of Peru’s best,

came to fly in our 2010 Nats at Dave’s invitation. They

would get some first-hand experience at the site of the

2011 World Championship along with meeting and flying

with the great group of pilots who regularly show up for

our Nats. 

Cesar couldn’t come without bringing his lovely wife,

Fabiola. Regretfully they had to leave their two children,

Santiago and Salvador, at home. Fabiola explains how

much her three-year-old likes airplanes and will soon

start his own RC flying.

A family at work. Looking into the tabulation trailer at

Site 4 earlier in the day, I saw the smiling face of Tara

Stafford whose fingers were flying all over her

computer’s keyboard transcribing another flight’s scores.

Reading the scores off was her daughter Kate-Lynne. 

How did she get the scores, you ask? Why of course,

another daughter, Maeghan, was running (I actually mean

literally running.) the scores from the judges to

tabulation. And where was Tara’s husband, Arch, during

all this work? Of course, he was out flying his Black

Magic VF3 and having a grand time doing it. 

My first Nats. Anthony Claridge drove from Fairfax,

Virginia, to Muncie to fly in his first Nats. Like many of

us, Tony started flying as a youngster in the early 1970s,

but college and a family took over and RC flying was put on

the shelf until a few years ago. 
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Charlie Barrera's Wind S.

Tony Claridge from Fairfax VA at his first Nats.



Jason Shulman
premiers his
Envision.

Jim Kimbro designed the Assailant.

There are no exit air holes in Chip's Visa.

Tony started back with some electric-

powered gliders and quickly moved to

Warbirds. Although it is electric powered, being

a history buff, Tony’s Sopwith Camel comes

complete with authentic engine sounds and

machine gun fire, even to simulated muzzle

flashes. 

With the help of friends like Don

Szczur, Tony has been bitten by the aerobatic

fly and fell in love with the clean and precise

lines aerobatic planes carve in the sky. Tony

describes Don as a “Pattern Whisperer,” doing

for his flying much the way Cesar does on his

National Geographic show about dogs. 

Tony has a secret weapon in his pit.

His 10-year-old son, Connor, gave his dad a

special Transformer blanket to cover his plane

with in between rounds. It sounds like Tony is

already a winner on the first

day of competition. 

—Jim Quinn
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Lethzen Velez
is here from
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her brother Ken.
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Mark
Leesburg
showing
his
enthusiasm.
Mark is
currently the
lead in F3A.
Sandy Frank photo.

Julio Apaza
and Cesar
and Fabiola
Navarro
from Peru.

Chip
Hyde's

Visa.



Scores and Standings Please note: Scores are unofficial until

tabulation is confirmed.
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Scores and Standings Please note: Scores are unofficial until

tabulation is confirmed.



A special thank-you to members of AMA’s Flight Support

Team. Our community partners recognize that AMA onsite

events bring thousands of visitors during the flying season

who spend dollars in our community. Their generous

donations help AMA continue to host the many competition

events held annually, and in turn, AMA promotes and

encourages our members to look for and support members of

the Flight Support Team.

Grand Grilling

9691 S. 300 E.

Muncie IN 47302

(765) 744-6825

www.grandgrilling.com
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Cammack Station
Restaurant

9200 W. Jackson St.

Open 7 days a week

11 a.m.-9:30 p.m.


